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Fig. S1. 2D monolayer culture of GBM cells. (left panel) GBM cells cultured on tissue culture plate for 21 days with various TMZ dose (0-500uM). Over-populate cell layers contracted, forming clumps and began to peel off after 14 days of culture (Scale bar, 500 µm). (right panel) One example of cell layer peeling-off. Phase contrast and red fluorescent imaging (Scale bar, 1mm).
Fig. S2
. Suspension culture of 3D GBM spheroids. GBM spheroids were cultured in suspension for 21 days with various TMZ dose (0-500uM). With higher TMZ dose (>100uM), we observed the shrinkage of spheroid mass and the decrease in fluorescent intensity. GBM cells began to attach and proliferate on the surface of low-attachment spheroid culture plates after 14 days of culture.
Fig. S3
. Full EMCCD chip with 2 by 2 binning was used for most of the acquisition schemes. Users have the flexibility adjust the source-detector separation and total detector number. De-scanning mode enables user-defined sampling density, seamlessly selecting different detector number and separations. In the de-scanning scheme of the 2GMFMT system, detectors collect the data in parallel. Once the raster scanning completed, full detector data set is ready. The intensity change trends in the core area (E) and the invasion area (F) showed similarities between the two modalities. Scale bar, 2mm.
Fig. S7. GBM spheroids cultured with glial cells and endothelial cells within soft ECM.
GBM spheroids (green color) were cultured with brain endothelial cells (red color), brain pericytes, and astrocytes (no color for pericytes and astrocytes) within fibrin (A) or fibrin-hyaluronic acid (B). (A) GBM cells grew out from the spheroids and proliferate/migrate along the newly-formed brain capillaries. (B) While the brain capillary formation was diminished in fibrin-hyaluronic acid mixture hydrogel compared to fibrin only hydrogel (A), GBM cells from the spheroids aggressively proliferated and invaded into the surrounding tissue area filled with brain endothelial cells, astrocytes, and pericytes. Scale bar, 500µm.
Movie S2. Tumor:1-2-3-4 MFMT-LSCM-MRI reconstruction.
3D reconstruction from three different modalities are animated. Vascular channels (EGFP) are represented in green and GBM (mCherry) are represented in red. MRI provided collagen reconstruction and GBM for initial days (black).
Movie S3. Sensitivity matrix generation.
Part 1: Single Source Multiple Detectors:
A sensitivity matrix shows the photon propagation between a source and a detector (S-D) in 3D (sens3D) . This movie shows the photon propagation for multiple detectors and single source position. After this process, a 4D matrix (sens4D) was formed with a dimension of [Detector#, voxel#-x, voxel#-y, voxel#-z] Part 2: Multiple Source Single Detector
The 3D matrix (sens3D), demonstrated in the previous video, was populated over a predefined raster scanning area for each S-D pair. The scan area consists of light injection points (scan points on x and y axis). At the end of the tessellation a 5D matrix is formed with a dimension of [TotalScanPoints, Detector#, voxel#x, voxel#y, voxel#z] .
Part 3: Cropped Sensitivity Matrix on Field of View
The 3D sensitivity matrix (sens3D) for each Source-Detector was cropped in order to cover only the scanned area (Field of View). This video shows one S-D pair raster scanning over the entire field of view. Finally, a 2D matrix for the reconstruction algorithm was formed by reshaping the 5D matrix into 2D with final dimension of [TotalScanPoints * Detector#, voxel#x * voxel#y * voxel#z] .
